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TIIE FREE PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN UPPER
CANADA.

As the reading season, in connection with our Free Public

School Libraries is now at band, we have inserted in this number
of the Journal of Education, for the information of Trustees

and Teachers, a series of articles, or papers bearing upon the
subject of libraries and library books.

We would especially call attention to those papers on page
162 which refer to the inevitable connection between the reading

of sensational literature and crime. The proof of this ruinous

conuection between pernicious reading and youthful crime is but

too evident not only in England and the United States, but also in

our own country.* Recently, a mania for theft and other kindred

As an illustration of this statement we would direct the attention of
our readers to an article on this subject in the Journal of Education for
April, 1861, in which cases which occurred in Canada are cited. We

would also remind our readers of the instances of youthful crime which

recently occurred at London and other parts of Canada, and which may
most probably be accounted for in like manner,-as well as a familiarity
with discharged convicts, as stated by the judge. A late number of the Lon-

don Prototype says :--" The present year has developed an amount of

crime in our midst which, we fancy, few imagined could exist. • • • But

even looking at the city calendar solely, we find a record alarming enough ;
and in every case, we believe, the criminals were young men-and in

some instances, sons of most respectable people. It was, we are told, a
melancholy spectacle to see such an array of well-dressed, good-looking
young men as stood in the dock on the closing day of the assizes, when

Mr. Justice Hagarty was called on to pass the sentences. The learned
judge himself commented freely and feelingly on the great Increase of
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crimes seemed to have possessed, not i all cases, the poor and
ignorant, but, the youth of some of the more respectable and
well educated families in the community. This depraved taste,
and extraordinary fancy for crime seems to have been fostered to
a lamentable extent by a familiarity with the daily records of the
police-court, or with the recitals of successful crime prepared by
professional writers of that class of criminal literature.

It is true that the facilities for religions instructions in the
schools are ample ; and that in Toronto, Hamilton, and all over
Upper Canada, advantage is fully taken of those facilities;
but such instruction, if not followed up, or if it is permitted to
he neutralised by other adverse influences, caused by neglect to
provide library books of a sound, moral, or healthful tone, then
it is clear that an evil is growing up among us which should be
checked without delay.

It must be obvions to every one who reflects for a moment on
this subject, that if in our schools, boys are given a taste for
reading and learning, it is unreasonable, not to say reprehensible,
for the school authorities not to provide a supply of pure and
healthy reading for gratifying those intellectual tastes which
have been thus designedly created. To permit boys,
whose desire for books and reading bas been fostered, to select
such works as they see fit, is to leave them open to most danger.
ous influences; for often the reading of the bad and disreputable
books, which are to be found on so many of the book stalle,
affords their unsophisticated natures the highest gratification.
The taste thus vitiated grows by what it feeds upon ; and the
descent, it is well known, is easy from familiarity with the over-
wrought pictures of imaginary crime to the actual perpetration
of it. The case of young Harter at Brockville, as given in this
Journal for April, 1861, and the English cases mentioned on
page 162. of this number, afford a painful proof of this.

It is, therefore, a serious responsibility which rests upon trus-
tees to provide for this inevitable want in the scbool-room-a
want which is inseparable from the very training which they are
giving to the pupils. To meet this pressing necessity every

crime observable in a class of young men from whom much better things
might be expected. 'It has been,' he said, 'a subject of remark to him
that a great number of decent looking young men in Toronto seemed to
be leading lives of infamy ; and ho was sorry to say their ranks were in-
creasing. They were not of the lowest but of the better classes-young
men who had indulgent parents, comfortable houses, enough to eat and
drink, but who abandoned themselves to the most Idie, dissolute and in-
temperate courses.' This is an ominous state of affairs. •*e • That the
educated respectable classes of society sbould send so many criminals
abroad, and those, to', ofthe worst stamp, is a new and surprising feature
of our social system."


